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Manhel said emphatically that it 

is the concern of his office not to 

keep any pending request from 

the staff for PC repair, updates 

new feature techniques and net-

work to all computers existing in 

the computer laboratories, regis-

trars and admission offices and 

faculty rooms of the three Facul-

ties in the college.  

He reported that as of this month 

all PCs old and new alike are in 

good shape. The administration 

wants always that all units are 

functional so as not to delay 

functions in the major offices 

and thus services are not  

compromised.  

He further deliberated that CEO 

Dr. Issa Albalushi and Dean Dr. 

Taki Al Abduwani want the IT to 

guarantee sustained support 

services for the academic pursuit 

of the students as mandated in 

the mission and goals of GC. 

“Leading the college’s IT, we   

 

   

cannot afford 

to be compla-

cent and to 

dilly dolly our 

function be-

cause PCs are 

always re-

quired to 

carry out our 

functions this computer era,” 

Manhel disclosed in an interview.   

Manhel finished his Master of 

Computer Science in UTM Univer-

sity, Malaysia and his Bachelor 

Degree in Computer Science in 

Gulf College, Oman. 

Before joining GC, he served as 

network administrator in Al-Najjar 

for National Projects in Oman; 

system administrator in Concor-

dia College and software devel-

oper in China Tech Company in 

Malaysia; and IT technician in 

Future Oasis for IT Consultation 

and Jetion Company for Comput-

er Trading in Iraq. 

 

Dr. Issa Al Balushi and Dr. 

Taki Al Abduwani, through the 

efforts and hard work of Ms. 

Aisha Haider Ghazi  and Mr. 

Masood Khan, have been 

coordinating on a regular ba-

sis with Moustafa Soliman, 

the Marketing Manager of 

Cambridge ESOL Examination 

in the Gulf and Levant region, 

since last semester for the 

opening of the Cambridge 

ESOL Examination Centre in 

GC, first of its kind authorised 

testing centre in the Sultan-

ate of Oman.  

Mr. Moustafa reported that 

the process of the application 

is almost 80 percent done. He 

likewise mentioned that he 

scheduled this coming Octo-

ber an ocular inspection of 

the centre and its facilities 

here in Oman. 

The GC administration is now 

preparing its facilities and 

screening the staff to man the 

centre as per the standards 

set by Cambridge University of 

which other exam centres 

around the world are likewise 

apt to in sustaining quality 

and integrity.  Continued ...Page 2 

First of its kind testing centre in Oman   

Gulf College will soon to bid the First Certificate in Eng-

lish (FCE) Programme next year as almost immediately 

as the contract between the Gulf College and University 

of Cambridge in UK will be inked this semester. 

Manhel takes IT head  

 

* News:   Award Boards confer degrees  

                Taki inducts new students 

* Feature:  My Future Starts at FFS 

Dear readers, 

We are now accepting arti-
cles for September issue.  

Submit them to the Editorial 
Board or send them to asun-
ciona38@yahoo.com or 
yousef@gulfcollegeoman.co
m. Thank you very much. 

 -News Gazette 

The students enjoy using the computer laboratories maintained by the IT 

IT department under the leadership of Mr. Manhel Munir Shaker. 
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Manhel Munir Shaker, Iraq born and alumnus of GC, as-

sumed Information System Centre head post last 1st July, 

2012.    

Cambridge ESOL Exam Centre will soon to rise in Gulf College. 

Mr.Manhel 
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The first batch of recipients were 

four alumni, Fatima Al Jabri, Wafa 

Salim, Salim Said Al Wahabi  and 

Awoun and one present student 

of Computing, Khaldoon Abdulla 

Mohammed.  

Dr. Mohanad said that the giving 

of the training certificates affirms 

that this is a good turning point in 

the efforts of the college in at-

tracting more students and alum-

ni to patronise the IC3 short term 

course offering. He likewise said 

that CEO Dr. Issa Al Balushi and 

Dean Dr. Taki Al Abduwani want 

that the proponents and 

1st batch trainees 

get IC3 certificate  
Just last summer break of this academic year, certificate of comple-

tion was awarded to the first batch of  Internet and Computing  Core

(IC3)trainees by the administration of Gulf College under the auspi-

ces of Computing Faculty, Dr. Mohanad announced in an interview 

with the Editorial Board. 

the trainers to further develop 

and improve the existing training 

pack to bolster its attractiveness 

to prospect attendees from the 

communities. Dr. Mohanad said, 

“This presses us to  reengineer 

the training module.” 

The IC3 covers popular word 

processing, spread sheet and 

presentation applications and the 

common features of all applica-

tions. The IC3 certification vali-

dates the internet and computing  

skills, highlight unique talents 

and upgrade qualification in 

emerging fields related to  com-

puting which are all geared to 

increase academic value to mar-

ket jobs.  

The IC3 training is regularly of-

fered during semester  break and 

summer to alumni, GC students 

and other interested applicants 

from the government organisa-

tions, ministries, public and pri-

vate companies. 

The trainer-proponents of the  

 course are Dr. Mohanad Al  

Obaidy, Mr. Haitham Adarbah, 

Mr.Mohammad Al Ali, and Abu-

bucker Shaffi. They hope that 

they will have more participants 

next semester break. 

GC embarks   

‘Save Earth‘ 

Gulf College CEO Dr. Issa Al 

Balushi and Dean Dr. Taki Al Ab-

duwani, through a memorandum 

of Dr. Shameena Mehtab, encap-

sulated a long term programme 

dubbed with the theme “Save 

earth, Save environment and 

Save the college resources”.  

This is the answer of GC to the 

initiatives of the government of 

Oman in preserving the earth. 

It is stated in the memorandum 

that all students and staff are  

encouraged to preserve energy, 

to lessen carbon emission contri-

bution and to reuse and recycle 

papers and plastics. 

The programme stems on the 

aim of heightening awareness so 

that students and staff better 

understand the widespread  

 

exploitation of nature. This is the 

reason why GC embarks on the 

campaign to encourage the aca-

deme to cooperate in its cause.  

Dr. Issa hopes that the efforts of 

the administration will eventually 

contribute to the global efforts of 

preserving the earth and of sav-

ing college resources. 

The administration believes that 

this initiative will create collective 

efforts with the pool of innovative 

ideas of staff and students in 

educating the people in their own 

villages about the preservation of 

the environment. 

The FCE is an exam in English for 

Speakers of Other Languages 

(ESOL) which is an upper inter-

mediate level exam, set at Level 

B2 of the Council of Europe’s 

Common European Framework 

for modern languages, and recog-

nises the ability to deal confident-

ly with a range of written and 

spoken communications. 

The successful candidates will 

receive a certificate awarded by 

University of Cambridge ESOL 

Examinations, and recognised by 

universities and employers in 

many countries. It is in this pur-

pose that pressed the administra-

tion and the Board of Director 

(BoD) of the college to put up the 

centre as early as possible next 

year.  

A more flexible academic support 

aligned with the curriculum 

standards and quality require-

ments of its academic partners 

and the Ministry of Higher Educa-

tion (MoHE) is also seen as the 

relevant reason behind the put-

ting up of the centre. This is like-

wise encouraged by the Oman 

Academic Accreditation Authority 

(OAAA) as reflected in their Quali-

ty Audit Report last November 

2011.  

From page 1 

GC to bid Cam-

bridge ESOL 

Mr.Mohammed Mr.Abubucker Dr.Mohanad Mr.Haitham 

Mr. Haitham delivers his lecture during 

the IC3 training at GC. 
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Simply  
Heads 
No matter how complex work is, 

it is the strong-willed Spartan 

spirit of oneness that lightens the 

toil in the three Faculties of GC. 

Behind this spirit of unity are the 

heads of Faculty of Foundation 

Studies, Faculty of Computing 

Sciences and Faculty of Business 

Studies. Let us have a closer look 

at them and capture what they 

have in store for us! 

First in the row is Mr. Masood 

Khan who is the head of the Fac-

ulty of Foundation Studies (FFS) 

for a year now. He is a fine laurel 

added in the cap of GC who 

blends his dynamism with his 

virtue as he always gives light pat 

at the back of everybody to mean 

his message of working together 

in the academic saga of GC on 

OPT, High Stakes Test, Pearson 

Program and soon the Cambridge 

ESOL Exam Centre. His four-year 

experience in Bahauddin Zakari-

ya University in Pakistan ( 2006-

2010) being an associate profes-

sor ushers him to his present 

position as the Head of FFS  

which at the tip of his fingers 

would make him deal efficiently 

to his highly cultural-diversified 

staff and students.  He received 

his master’s degree in English in 

Bahauddin Zakariya University in 

2006. His symphony of strong  

leadership and immense enthusi-

asm is attributed to his being a 

Lieutenant Colonel in Pakistan 

Army from 1981 to 2006, silver 

dedication in the military aca-

deme. It’s an apple to his pie, as 

the song goes, daily planning with 

his four award leaders with their 

King Midas touch to every en-

deavour they are into. For Mr. 

Masood, there are always better 

people around so he forges more 

opportunities to be abreast with 

innovative management cliché in 

facing and dealing with steep 

demands of students, lecturers 

and the communities as well. 

This is his Desiderata as he sus-

tains to fashion his teaching nex-

us.  

Simply another head is Dr. Kahlid 

Ahmed Abu Zayed, Jordanian at 

41, who envelopes his soul with 

down-to-earth-personality making 

him at present an epitome of an 

excellent Head of the Faculty of 

Business Studies. He earned his 

Ph. D. in the University of Raja-

sthan, India in 2000, almost a 

decade ago and yet he doesn’t 

make career complacent instead 

he stirs the insatiable yearning to 

trainings in the field of assess-

ment, research, personal tutor-

ing, and teaching pedagogy.  This 

year is his seventh year at GC. He 

is also active in publishing schol-

arly works. Recently, he pub-

lished two papers titled “EU Na-

tional Office for Research and  

Association Agreement Imple-

mentations on Jordan Econo-

my” (Journal of Human Science, 

Development, 8th ed.) and “The 

Impact of Globalisation on Inter-

national Trade” (Journal of Hu-

man Science, Al Fateh University 

of Libya). As noticed by his asso-

ciates, he used to sacrifice his 

tea break most of the time just to 

ac-

commodate students queuing 

and frequenting his office. He 

does not want the students unat-

tended so he prefers to meet 

their needs before satisfying his 

personal necessities. “Small but 

terrible” and “a humble  

sacrificing fellow” these are quot-

ed directly from his staff in an 

interview to describe their head 

in the department. Dr. Khalid 

takes this philosophy as he works 

to set the Avatar he wishes for 

the  faculty of Business Studies. 

Remarkable to note is a distin-

guished man at 45 yet very vi-

brant and young looking. He is 

Dr. Mohanad Al-Obaidi, the last 

but not the least head of GC. He 

is known by his staff in the Com-

puting Faculty for always pushing 

his envelope on the go.  

Continued...page4 

Different activities are held in 

the three Faculties of Gulf Col-

lege with the leadership of the 

Heads. 

All activities are supported by 

the administration and staff. 
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Studies showed that the learners’ 

interlanguage exhibits acquisition 

order and developmental pattern. 

Empirical evidence of systematic-

ity was provided by morpheme 

studies which led to the postula-

tion of natural order hypothesis. 

This study aimed to determine 

the development of discourse 

skills as revealed in the written 

narratives of pupils in three 

grade levels. It also aimed to find 

out if the development of dis-

course skills among the English 

as Second Language (ESL) learn-

ers follows a natural order as in 

the acquisition of morphemes. 

The longitudinal study presented 

and encapsulated a description 

of the development that the pu-

pils go through in the acquisition 

of macro and micro discourse 

skills, as reflected in their written 

narratives in Grade 4, Grade 5, 

and Grade 6. Particularly it uti-

lised the narrative compositions 

of 74 pupils when they were in 

Grades 4, 5 and 6, which yielded 

the discourse features that pro-

vided the corpus of this  

study. The variability and system-

aticity in the narratives were de-

scribed and explained in the light 

of the Variable Competence Mod-

el of Ellis (1988) which distin-

guishes the process from prod-

uct. The product refers to the 

narratives of the learners while 

the process refers to how the 

learners use their second lan-

guage (L2) knowledge in writing. 

Consequently, insights into the 

natural order development were 

gained from the devices used in 

signaling the narrative composi-

tions. Moreover, this study is 

concerned with variability since it 

accounts for developmental stag-

es which the learners go through 

in the acquisition of macro and 

micro discourse skills. In analyz-

ing the narrations on the macro 

level, Labov’s (1976) model was 

adopted. It has six sections, 

namely: abstract, orientation, 

complication, evaluation, resolu-

tion, and coda. For analyzing 

discourse at the micro level, Ho 

ey’s (1983) model was utilised. It 

has six clause-relations, namely: 

cause-consequence, condition-

consequence, 

 instrument-achievement, se-

quentially, compatibility and con-

trast. The group scores of learn-

ers in the aforementioned sec-

tions and structures revealed the 

sequence of development across 

grade levels. Likewise, systema-

ticity was reflected where acquisi-

tion occurred. Form-function rela-

tionship was only established 

when they were in grades 5 and 

6. The extended analysis used 

the implicational scaling or the 

scalogram to find out whether 

within a group of functions or 

forms, each one was acquired 

according to a systematic pat-

tern. A scale showed an invariant 

sequence in three stages. The 

scalogram suggested that the 

presence of functions and forms 

in stage 2 implies the presence 

of functions and forms in stage 1, 

but not in stage 3. The available 

evidence supports the    

since different functions and 

forms occur at different stages. 

The macro discourse functions 

acquired systematically were 

orientation, complication, evalu-

ation, and resolution. On the 

other hand, the micro discourse 

structures acquired systemati-

cally were cause-consequence, 

compatibility and sequentially. It 

is desired that this study can 

offer an impeccable impetus for 

further research in the functional 

perspective. Additional research-

es should focus on other genres 

such as description, exposition 

and argumentation to address 

critically the concern of language 

development. Furthermore, this 

language longitudinal qualitative 

research could be replicated to 

confirm or refute the findings 

and to gain deeper theoretical 

insights into the issue of dis-

course development. 

Discourse Skills Development Of ESL 
Learner At The Basic Education Level 
Synopsis of the published research abstract of Dr. Antonio Asuncion in the Jour-
nal of Information Technology & Business Management (JITBM)   

With lineage traced from Iraq, he 

is counted as an emissary of 

goodwill who spent beyond com-

parable 24-year service as edu-

cator from Iraq to Libya, from 

Jordan to Oman whose main 

interest is a repertoire of various 

pedagogical fortes. In his stay for 

7 years in GC, staff never holds 

back should they wish to confide 

to him some matters related to 

teaching situations that redound 

to the optimum developments of 

GC students. He was trained in 

De Montfort University, UK for his  

Ph.D. in Computer Engineering  

and in Baghdad University, Iraq 

for his Master of Science in Com-

puter and Control Engineering. 

His comprehensive computer 

proficiency (computer languages, 

operating systems, web designs, 

networks, computer interface 

design, CAD applications, among 

others) and insistent love of ser-

vice along with his unfaltering 

commitment makes him very 

visible and credible to his stu-

dents even if you ask those alum-

ni and staff who are now out of 

the portals of GC. His legacy as 

an idealist and silent yet deep- 

running water makes it work for 

him to serve the college for  

more, more than his life. For him, 

he is still young and he envisions 

serving more because his spirit 

wills to tread more years and to 

indulge in practising his exper-

tise. He is at present immersed in 

three research papers entitled 

“Energy optimisation for ad hoc  

wireless sensor networks using 

computational intelligence tech-

niques”, “Robotics based mobile 

sensor networks,” and “Swarm 

intelligence”.  

He is one of the staffs who has 

published the most number of 

papers in international journals, 

to name a few of his recent 

scholarly works are as follows: 

“Optimising the Communication 

Distance of an Ad Hoc Wireless 

Sensor Networks by Genetic Algo-

rithms”, and “On the Design of 

Software Package to Predict and 

Track the Performance and 

Faulty Conditions for a Double 

Loop Computer Network”.  
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Dr. Antonio M. Asuncion  


